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ABSTRACT The geometry of the hydrogen bonds to the two carbonyl oxygens of the semiquinone Q� �A in the reaction center
(RC) from the photosynthetic purple bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides R-26 were determined by fitting a spin Hamiltonian to
the data derived from 1H and 2H ENDOR spectroscopies at 35 GHz and 80 K. The experiments were performed on RCs in
which the native Fe21 (high spin) was replaced by diamagnetic Zn21 to prevent spectral line broadening of the Q� �A due to magnetic
coupling with the iron. The principal components of the hyperfine coupling and nuclear quadrupolar coupling tensors of the
hydrogen-bonded protons (deuterons) and their principal directions with respect to the quinone axes were obtained by spectral
simulations of ENDOR spectra at different magnetic fields on frozen solutions of deuterated Q� �A in H2O buffer and protonated
Q� �A in D2O buffer. Hydrogen-bond lengths were obtained from the nuclear quadrupolar couplings. The two hydrogen bonds
were found to be nonequivalent, having different directions and different bond lengths. The H-bond lengths rO���H are 1.73 6

0.03 Å and 1.60 6 0.04 Å, from the carbonyl oxygens O1 and O4 to the NH group of Ala M260 and the imidazole nitrogen Nd of
His M219, respectively. The asymmetric hydrogen bonds of Q� �A affect the spin density distribution in the quinone radical and its
electronic structure. It is proposed that the H-bonds play an important role in defining the physical properties of the primary
quinone, which affect the electron transfer processes in the RC.

INTRODUCTION

Two ubiquinones, QA and QB, are present in the reaction

centers (RCs) of photosynthetic purple bacteria and are ac-

tively involved in the coupled electron-proton transfer pro-

cesses that lead to the formation of the proton gradient across

the photosynthetic membrane required for ATP synthesis (1).

The two quinones have different redox potentials providing

the driving force for the vectorial electron transfer (ET) from

the primary to the secondary quinone. Since QA and QB are

chemically identical molecules, their different properties in

the ET chain must result from specific interactions with the

protein environment (2–6). One of these interactions is hy-

drogen bonding between the carbonyl oxygens of the qui-

nones and the RC protein. QA forms two hydrogen bonds to

the RC protein (2,3,7). The bonds contribute to the binding

and to the unusual chemical properties and function of the

quinone. It is, therefore, important to characterize them in

detail.

X-ray crystallographic structures of proteins are usually

not obtained at high enough resolution to provide direct

information on the positions of protons (e.g., the protons

hydrogen-bonded to the quinones). Furthermore, specific

intermediate states of the reaction cycle (e.g., the semiquinone

radical anions Q� �A and Q� �B ) are only accessible in excep-

tional cases by x-ray crystallography (e.g., (3,8)). Conse-

quently, other methods have been used, in particular electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and electron nuclear double

resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopies, to study semiquinone

radicals in bacterial RCs (4–6,9–19). These spectroscopies

provide information about the electronic and spatial structure

of the transient radicals Q� �A and Q� �B (reviewed in (4–6)).

In this work we focus on the primary quinone QA, which

accepts one electron to form the ubisemiquinone radical

anion, Q� �A . The experiments were performed on RCs in

which the Fe21 was replaced by Zn21. However, we expect

our results to be valid for native RCs since all spectral and

kinetic properties of Zn-RCs are identical to Fe-RCs (20,21).

Details on the spin-density distribution of this species have

been obtained earlier by EPR and ENDOR spectroscopy (9–

18) and showed pronounced shifts of the hyperfine couplings

of Q� �A when compared with the free UQ� �10 radical anion in

organic solvents. This effect has been attributed to asym-

metric hydrogen bonding to Q� �A in the RC proteins (9,10).

The hydrogen-bonded protons are exchangeable with deu-

terons (in D2O buffer) and could thus be identified via 1H /
2H exchange experiments in the spectra.

In a previous article (19), the ENDOR lines belonging to

the exchangeable protons have been assigned to two protons

hydrogen-bonded to the two carbonyl oxygens of Q� �A . In

this work, we used 1H- and 2H-ENDOR spectroscopies to de-

termine the geometry of the two hydrogen bonds. The ENDOR

experiments were performed at 80 K and at a microwave

frequency of 35 GHz (Q-band), which provides improved

spectral resolution compared to the commonly used frequency

of 9 GHz (X-band). This enabled us to select molecules with
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particular sets of orientations with respect to the magnetic field

(22). Since the 1H and 2H ENDOR spectra occur in different,

nonoverlapping, frequency regions of the spectrum, we were

able to simplify the ENDOR spectra (i.e., focus on the

H-bonds) by using deuterated RCs in H2O buffer and protonated

RCs in D2O buffer. Furthermore, the different 1H / 2H

exchange rates of the two protons enabled us to preferentially

deuterate (or protonate) one of the two carbonyl oxygens as

described in (19). A standard spin Hamiltonian was fitted to

the ENDOR spectra obtained at different magnetic field

positions using the EasySpin package developed by Stoll and

Schweiger (23). The fit yielded the principal components of

the 1H and 2H hyperfine coupling (hfc) and the 2H nuclear

quadrupolar coupling (nqc) tensors and their principal

directions with respect to the g-tensor axes of Q� �A , which

are related to the molecular axes of the quinone (13). The

hydrogen-bond lengths were obtained from the 2H nuclear

quadrupolar couplings using the empirical relations of Soda

and Chiba (24) and of Hunt and Mackay (25). By these

procedures, the geometries of both hydrogen bonds were

completely characterized.

THEORY

Spin Hamiltonian and its relation to the structure

We focus on the interaction between the magnetic moment

of the unpaired electron of Q� �A and the magnetic moments

of protons or deuterons that form hydrogen bonds to the

quinone oxygens O1 and O4 (see Fig. 1). The observed

ENDOR spectra were interpreted using a spin Hamiltonian,

H, containing the electron and nuclear Zeeman interactions

with the applied magnetic field Bo, the hfc, and the nqc terms

(e.g., (26)):

H¼ be S �g �Bo�bN gN I �Bo 1hS �A � I1hI �P � I; (1)

where S is the electron spin operator, I is the nuclear spin

operator of protons or deuterons in H-bonds to the carbonyl

oxygens; A and P are the hfc and nqc tensors in frequency

units, g is the electronic g-tensor, gN is the g-factor of the

corresponding magnetic nucleus (proton or deuteron) and be

and bN are the electron and nuclear magnetons, respectively,

and h is Planck’s constant. The first term in Eq. 1 represents

the electronic Zeeman term that gives rise to the observed

EPR spectra. The other three terms represent nuclear inter-

actions, which are small and not resolved in the EPR spec-

trum but give rise to the ENDOR spectra. The hyperfine tensor

component Ai is composed of anisotropic (dipolar) and iso-

tropic contributions that can be written as

Ai¼A9i 1Aiso: (2)

For a proton in a typical hydrogen bond, the isotropic part

Aiso is small compared to the anisotropic term A9i, which

arises from the dipolar interaction between the unpaired

electron and the proton. In the simple point-dipole approx-

imation (e.g., (26)) the anisotropic term can be written as

A9iðdÞ¼
gebegNbN

hr
3 rð3cos

2
d�1Þ¼79:2

r
3 rð3cos

2
d�1Þ½MHz�;

(3)

where ge and gN are the electron and proton g-values, r is the

unpaired electron spin density at the quinone oxygen, d is the

angle between the applied magnetic field and the direction

of the hydrogen bond, and r is the H-bond length in Å (for

deuterons the numerical factor 79.2 is replaced by 12.16).

The traceless tensor resulting from this approximation is

axially symmetric, with principal components A9k for d ¼ 0�
(direction along the hydrogen bond) and A9? for d ¼ 90�,

with A9k ¼ �2 A9?. The point-dipole model for the hyperfine

interaction of H-bonds (see Eq. 3) has been shown to be valid

in good approximation for quinone model compounds

(27,28), in which the H-bonds lie in the quinone plane. In

RCs, this is not the case leading to the difficulties discussed

in the section on the H-bond lengths.

FIGURE 1 Structure in the vicinity of QA in the RC of Rb. sphaeroides

(Brookhaven data bank entry 1AIG (3)) with the H-bonds (a), or the

D-bonds (b) to the two carbonyl oxygens, O1 and O4. The principal axes of

the g-tensor are along the molecular axes x, y, z (a). The principal axes of the

hfc tensors of the protons in H-bonds are along the axes x9, y9, z9 (for

simplicity x9 and y9 are not shown, they lie in the plane perpendicular to z9),
and are related to the g-tensor axes by the Euler angles f and u (31) (a). The

proton in the hydrogen bond is characterized by the bond-length r and the

angles u and f (a). The principal axes of the nqc tensor are along x$, y$, z$
(for simplicity x$ and y$ are not shown, they lie in the plane perpendicular to

z$), and are related to the g-tensor axes by the Euler angles a, b and g (31)

(for simplicity g is not shown) (b).
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For nuclei with I $ 1, the nuclear quadrupolar interaction

is described by a traceless tensor with principal components

Pi (i ¼ 1,2,3) with jP1j $ jP2j $ jP3j. It has been shown

(24,29,30) that the largest component P1 is approximately

along the direction of the H-bond, P2 is parallel to the normal

of the plane of the hydrogen-bond donor molecule, and P3 is

perpendicular to the directions of P1 and P2. The principal

values Pi can be obtained from single crystal or, as has been

done in this work, from orientationally selected ENDOR

spectra. It is customary to describe the nqc tensor by the

nuclear quadrupole coupling e2qQ/h (in frequency units) and

an asymmetry parameter h (e.g., (26)) as

e
2
qQ=h¼ eQV1=h¼ 2P1 (4)

and

h¼ jðV3�V2Þ=V1j; (5)

where Q is the scalar nuclear quadrupole moment (Q2H
¼

12.74 3 10�27 cm2), e the electronic charge, the Vi values

are the principal values of the electric field gradient tensor

Vij¼ @2V/(@xi@xj), where xi and xj are the nuclear coordinates

and V is the electrostatic potential. The parameter h describes

the deviation from axial symmetry of the quadrupolar tensor,

i.e., of the electric field gradient. The field gradient Vij is

related to the distribution of electrical charges around the

nucleus and thus to the specific bonding geometry. Its value

can, therefore, be used to obtain information on the hydrogen

bonds (24,25,27–30).

Molecular structure and axis system

Since the hfc and nqc tensor axes are not collinear with the

g-tensor axes of the semiquinone (27,28), we describe these

tensors by their principal components and the Euler angles (31)

relating their principal axes to the g-tensor axes (see Fig. 1).

Furthermore, the hfc tensor of the H-bond is expected to

have nearly axial symmetry (27,28). Therefore, its axes with

respect to the g-tensor axes can be determined by only the

two Euler angles defining the axial direction, which corre-

sponds to the largest component of the hfc tensor (see Eq. 3).

In this work, we used samples frozen at 80 K containing

randomly oriented molecules. ENDOR spectra were ob-

tained at different magnetic fields within the EPR spectrum,

along which molecules with a particular set of directions

were selected (22,31–33). The orientation selection is pro-

duced by the anisotropy of the electronic g-tensor. The

global analysis by computer simulations of the ENDOR

spectra (e.g., (32,33)), using the spin Hamiltonian of Eq. 1,

yielded both the principal components of the hyperfine and

quadrupolar coupling tensors, and their orientation (i.e.,

Euler angles) with respect to the principal axes x, y, z of the

g-tensor of Q� �A , whose orientation with respect to the

molecular axes is known from EPR experiments performed

in single crystals of RCs (13) (see Fig. 1).

The Q� �A molecule with two H- or D-bonds from the

carbonyl oxygens to the imidazole nitrogen of His (M219)

(Nd�H. . .O4) and to the NH group of Ala (M260)

(N�H. . .O1) are shown in Fig. 1, a and b, respectively. The

principal axes of the g-tensor are parallel to the molecular

axes x, y, z, with the z-axis perpendicular to the p-plane (13).

The principal axes of the hfc tensor of the hydrogen bonds H

or D are denoted by x9, y9, z9 (for simplicity x9 and y9 are

omitted in Fig. 1 a) and those of the nqc tensor by x$, y$, z$
(for simplicity x$ and y$ are omitted in Fig. 1 b), with z9 and

z$ (axes defined by the two first Euler rotations) correspond-

ing to the largest components of the hfc and nqc tensors,

respectively. Fig. 1, a and b, also show the Euler angles (f,

u) and (a, b) relating the x9, y9, z9 and x$, y$, z$ axes to the

g-tensor axes (31) (for simplicity g is omitted). Note that for

the hfc tensor, only two Euler angles are needed. Our goal is

to determine the geometry of the H-bonds (i.e., r, u, and f)

from the values of the principal components of the hfc and

nqc tensors and their respective Euler angles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation and nomenclature

The preparation and deuteration of the reaction centers, the proton-

deuterium exchange, and the generation of the semiquinone radical anion

have been described in a previous article (19). The paramagnetic nonheme

Fe21 was chemically removed and replaced with diamagnetic Zn21 to

reduce the EPR line width of the semiquinone, following the procedure of

Utschig et al. (21). The ratio of Zn/RC was determined by atomic absorption

spectroscopy and Q-band EPR spectroscopy to be $0.90. Since we used

several combinations of protonated and deuterated RCs and buffer, we

define the following notation: pQ� �A for Q� �A in fully protonated RCs, dQ� �A
for Q� �A in fully deuterated RCs, and H2O for fully protonated and D2O for

fully deuterated buffer.

EPR and ENDOR instrumentation

EPR and ENDOR measurements were performed at 35 GHz (Q-band)

and 80 K. The Q-band spectrometer has been previously described (19).

ENDOR experiments were performed with the EPR spectra 50% saturated.

ENDOR spectra were recorded for different settings of the magnetic field

within the EPR spectrum (12 positions for protons and 11 positions for

deuterons), using frequency modulation (FM) of 6140 kHz for protons and

630 kHz for deuterons. The output of the RF amplifier (ENI 3100L) feeding

the ENDOR coils was 50 W for protons and 25 W for deuterons. To improve

the signal-to-noise ratio many ENDOR traces were averaged.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EPR experiments

The Q-band EPR spectrum of Q� �A at T ¼ 80 K in deuterated

RCs and protonated buffer (dQ� �A in H2O) is shown as a solid

line in Fig. 2 a and the spectrum in protonated RCs and

deuterated buffer (pQ� �A in D2O) in Fig. 2 b. For dQ� �A in H2O

(Fig. 2 a), the broadening of the spectrum is mainly due to

hyperfine interactions of protons in solution (exchangeable

protons), including the H-bonds to the carbonyl oxygens. For
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pQ� �A in D2O (Fig. 2 b), the broadening is mainly due to the

hyperfine interactions of quinone protons (methyl, methoxy,

and methylene protons) and those associated with the protein

in the vicinity of the binding site. To obtain molecular

orientation selection, ENDOR spectra were recorded at the

magnetic field positions indicated by arrows in Fig. 2, a and

b (magnetic field positions corresponding to the principal

directions of the g-tensor are also given in Fig. 2 a).

ENDOR experiments

Fig. 3 shows the experimental Q-band 1H ENDOR spectra

(solid lines) of dQ� �A in H2O, arising from the two 1H-bonds

(at frequencies ,51.5 MHz and .55.0 MHz) and from

exchangeable protons belonging to other residues in the

neighborhood of Q� �A (in the frequency region between 51.5

MHz and 55.0 MHz). At the magnetic field positions from

B1 (gx) to B6 (Fig. 3) the spectra correspond to a two-

dimensional powder-type spectrum with weighted contribu-

tions mainly from molecules that have the magnetic field

pointing in the plane of the quinone (referred to as in-plane

directions). Therefore, a powder spectrum with two sharp

features, corresponding approximately to the Ax9 and Ay9

components of the hfc tensor is observed for each H-bond.

The lines associated with the H-bonds are labeled L1, L2, and

L3 in Fig. 3, B4 (gy). The splittings observed at gy are similar

to those previously observed at X-band (6). These ENDOR

lines were recently identified by selectively deuterating one

of the H-bonds to the quinone (19). It was shown that the

peaks L1 and L2 are associated with two different protons and

that the peak L3 is an overlap of two lines, one being a partner

of L1 and the other of L2.

At higher magnetic field positions (Fig. 3, B7–B12), the

ENDOR spectra arise mainly from the weighted contributions

from molecules that have the magnetic field pointing out of

the plane of the quinone (referred to as out-plane directions),

FIGURE 2 EPR powder spectra of dQ� �A in H2O (solid lines) (a) and pQ� �A in

D2O (solid lines) (b). ENDOR spectra were taken at the field positions indicated

by arrows. The inset shows the principal axes of the g-tensor of the

ubisemiquinone. The simulated spectra are shown by dashed lines. The line-

width values of DBx, DBy, and DBz obtained from the simulation are 0.45 mT,

0.34 mT, and 0.16 mT, respectively, for dQ� �A in H2O (a) and 0.47 mT, 0.64 mT,

and 0.47 mT, respectively, for pQ� �A in D2O (b). Experimental conditions: T¼
80 K, microwave (MW) frequency¼35.03 GHz, MW power¼ 1 3 10�7 W (a)

and 3 3 10�7 W (b); field modulation ¼ 0.15 mT peak-to-peak at 270 Hz,

average of nine scans (a) and of four scans (b), 20 s per scan.

FIGURE 3 Experimental (solid lines) and simulated (dotted lines) 1H

ENDOR spectra of dQ� �A in H2O, at 35 GHz, at 12 different magnetic field

positions of the EPR spectrum (see arrows in Fig. 2 a). In the fitting of the spin

Hamiltonian to the data the frequency range between 51.5 MHz and 55.0 MHz

was excluded. The H-bond ENDOR lines L1, L2, L3 are labeled in (B4). The

hfc splitting Az is shown by an arrow in (B12). Experimental conditions: T¼
80 K, MW power ¼ 3 3 10�6 W, and frequency modulation (FM) ¼6140

kHz at a rate of 947 Hz. Number of scans per position: 600. Scan time: 4 s.
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and contain one sharp feature for each H-bond tensor. The

lines corresponding to the 1H-bonds are centered around the
1H Larmor frequency (53.3 MHz at B12) and are split by their

respective Az values (Fig. 3, B12). At B12 (gz) (Fig. 3) the

lines corresponding to the two H-bonds overlap.

Fig. 4 shows the 2H ENDOR spectra (solid lines) of pQ� �A
observed after preparing the RCs in H2O and incubating

them for 50 min in D2O. Under these conditions, the

hydrogen bond to O1 (see Fig. 1) is preferentially deuterated,

as described in Flores et al. (19). Thus, the observed lines

arise from the D-bond to O1 (see inset in Fig. 4) and from

other exchangeable deuterons (see also Fig. 5). At the

magnetic field positions from B1 to B9 (see arrows in Fig. 2

b), a two-dimensional powder-type spectrum, analogous to

Fig. 3, is obtained. At B11 a single-crystal like spectrum with

two doublets centered around the 2H Larmor frequency (8.18

MHz) is observed. The splitting of the doublets is given

approximately by the quadrupolar interaction 3Pz; the

splitting between the centers of the doublets is ;Az.

Fig. 5 shows the 2H ENDOR spectra (solid lines) of pQ� �A
observed after preparing the RCs in D2O and incubating

them for 190 min in H2O. Under these conditions, the

hydrogen bond to O4 (see Fig. 1) is preferentially deuterated

(19) (see inset in Fig. 5). 2H ENDOR lines observed at

frequencies ,7.8 MHz and .8.5 MHz correspond to the

D-bond to O4. 2H ENDOR lines observed in the region be-

tween 7.8 MHz and 8.5 MHz correspond to exchangeable

deuterons from residues in the neighborhood of Q� �A (e.g.,

Trp M252 and Thr M222). The lines corresponding to the

D-bond to O4 show a two-dimensional powder pattern from

B1 to B9 (Fig. 5) as in Fig. 4. At B11 (gz) the nqc splitting

becomes small and only the hfc splitting is observed.

Analysis of the data

Numerical fitting procedures

To compare experimental and simulated EPR and ENDOR

spectra, we divided the spectra into N intervals, i.e., we

FIGURE 4 Experimental (solid lines) and simulated (dotted lines) 2H

ENDOR spectra of pQ� �A at 35 GHz in RCs prepared in H2O and incubated

for 50 min in D2O (see (19)), at 10 different magnetic field positions of the

EPR spectrum (see arrows in Fig. 2 b). Inset shows the preferential

deuteration of the bond to O1. The quadrupolar splittings 3Pz and hyperfine

splitting Az are shown by arrows in the single-crystal-type spectrum at

position B11. Experimental conditions: T¼ 80 K, MW power¼;5 3 10�6

W, and FM ¼ 630 kHz at a rate of 985 Hz. Number of scans per position:

45,000. Scan time: 4 s.

FIGURE 5 Experimental (solid lines) and simulated (dotted lines) 2H

ENDOR spectra of pQ� �A at 35 GHz in RCs prepared in D2O and incubated

for 190 min in H2O (see (19)), at 10 different magnetic field positions of the

EPR spectrum (see arrows in Fig. 2 b). Inset shows the preferential deuter-

ation of the bond to O4. The hyperfine splitting Az is shown by an arrow in

the single-crystal-type spectrum at position B11. Experimental conditions:

T¼ 80 K, MW power¼;5 3 10�6 W, FM¼630 kHz at a rate of 985 Hz.

Number of scans per position: 70,000. Scan time: 4 s.
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treated the spectrum as an N-dimensional vector R. Each

component Rj has the amplitude of the signal at a frequency

nj, with j varying from 1 to N. The amplitudes of the ex-

perimental and simulated spectra were normalized so that the

span between the maximum and minimum values of Rj is 1.

We compared the calculated amplitudes Rcalc
j of the signal

with the observed values Rj defining a root mean-square

deviation s by

sðp1;p2; . . . ;pnÞ ¼ ½+
j

ðRcalc

j ðp1;p2; ::;pnÞ�R
exp

j Þ
2
=N�½; (6)

where the sums are over the N values of j, and p-values are

the fitting parameters that produced the calculated spectrum.

For the simulation of the EPR spectra N ¼ 1024 and of the

ENDOR spectra N ¼ 667.

The EPR spectra were fitted with the program SAFIT,

which we had developed earlier for randomly oriented

radicals (powder samples) (34). The program is based on the

simulated annealing method (35) and uses a Monte Carlo

type iteration to minimize the root mean-square deviation, s

(see Eq. 6), between measured and simulated spectra. We

searched for the optimum values of the parameters gx, gy,

and gz and the line-widths DBx, DBy, and DBz..

For the ENDOR spectra, we defined a global root mean-

square deviation sG by

sG¼ ½+
k

ðskÞ2�½; (7)

where sk is the root mean-square deviation (given by Eq. 6)

corresponding to the ENDOR spectrum at the magnetic field

position Bk. For the 1H ENDOR spectra k¼ 1,. . . ,12 and for
2H ENDOR spectra k ¼ 1,. . . ,11.

The ENDOR spectra were simulated using EasySpin, a

computational package developed by Stoll and Schweiger

(23) and based on Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).

EasySpin calculates ENDOR frequencies using the energies

of the states of the spin system obtained by direct diagonal-

ization of the spin Hamiltonian (see Eq. 1). Two sets of pa-

rameters were used in the simulations. The first set includes

the EPR parameters, i.e., the microwave frequency, g-factors

(obtained from the fitting of the EPR line) and magnetic field

position. These parameters remained fixed in the ENDOR

simulations. The second set consists of the following fitting

parameters: the principal values and Euler angles of the hyper-

fine interaction (Ax9, Ay9, Az9, f, u) and nuclear quadrupolar

(Px$, Py$, �Px$ � Py$, a, b, g) tensors, the excitation width

(Dwk) (i.e., the EPR line-width at the magnetic field position

of the ENDOR measurement), and the ENDOR line-width

(Dnk). These parameters were varied iteratively, one at a time,

to simultaneously optimize the fit of the ENDOR spectra at

different positions of the EPR spectrum by minimizing the

value of sG (Eq. 7, global fitting). Typical values of sG were

between 3% and 8%, with the lowest values corresponding

to the 1H ENDOR spectra. The process was terminated when

no further changes in the values of the fitting parameters

were observed. This required typically between 6 and 10

iterations over the full set of fitting parameters.
1H ENDOR spectra corresponding to each H-bond were

not obtained separately, due to the short 1H / 2H exchange

time of the H-bond to Ala (M260) in deuterated RCs (see Fig.

4 a in reference 19). Preparing a high concentration sample

takes at least 25 min (see (19), Materials and Methods).

Therefore, we fitted the 1H ENDOR spectra that contain the

lines associated with the two H-bonds (see Fig. 3). Thus, two

spectra were calculated simultaneously, one corresponding to

N�H. . .O1 (Ala M260) and the other one corresponding to

Nd�H. . .O4 (His M219) taking into account the overlap

observed at L3. Consequently, s and sG were calculated for

the sum of these two spectra. Because of the interfering 1H

ENDOR lines from other exchangeable protons, the region of

the spectrum between 51.5 MHz and 55.0 MHz was excluded

from the calculation of s and sG. However, the 2H ENDOR

spectra corresponding to each D-bond, i.e., N�D. . .O1 (Ala

M260, see Fig. 4) or Nd�D. . .O4 (His M219, see Fig. 5), were

obtained separately due to the longer 1H / 2H exchange

times observed in protonated RCs (see Fig. 4 b in reference

19). Therefore, the 2H ENDOR spectra of each D-bond were

fitted independently. To avoid interfering 2H ENDOR lines

from other exchangeable deuterons, the region between

7.8 MHz and 8.5 MHz was excluded from the simulation of

the spectra corresponding to Nd�D. . .O4 (see Fig. 5).

Spin Hamiltonian parameters obtained from the fit of
the spectra

The fit of the EPR spectra is shown by dotted lines in Fig. 2.

The values of gx, gy, and gz were obtained from the fitting

and are summarized in Table 1. These values are in agree-

ment with those reported previously (13,36). The principal

axes of the g-tensor are along the quinone axes xyz (13) (see

inset in Fig. 2), providing a convenient reference system for

describing the geometry of the hydrogen bonds (see Fig. 1).

The values of DBx, DBy, and DBz obtained from the fitting

are given in the caption of Fig. 2. However, these values are

not used in the simulation of the ENDOR spectra (see

previous section).

The principal components of the hfc tensor A and the

Euler angles, f (in-plane angle) and u (azimuthal angle),

associated with rotations of the principal axes x9y9z9 with

respect to the g-tensor axes xyz (see Fig. 1 a), were obtained

from the global fitting of the 1H ENDOR spectra of dQ��A in

H2O (see Fig. 3). As explained before, only two Euler angles

are relevant as a consequence of the nearly axial symmetry of

the hfc tensor (the deviation from axial symmetry is ;8% for

N�H. . .O1 and ;0.3% for Nd�H. . .O4; see Table 1). They

determine the direction of z9 with respect to the xyz axes. The

values obtained at the minimum sG are summarized in Table

1. The hfc values are in agreement with earlier, less accurate,
1H ENDOR experiments (6,10). The signs of the 1H hfc
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values were deduced from theoretical considerations assum-

ing that the largest anisotropic tensor component is positive,

which also follows from the dipolar model and is in agree-

ment with molecular orbital calculations (28,37). Since we

are working with samples containing randomly oriented mol-

ecules, multiple (eight) solutions were obtained for the ori-

entation (f and u) of the hfc tensor. Fig. 1 a shows one of the

eight possible solutions for each H-bond. The other solutions

are those obtained by reflections on the planes xy, yz, and zx.

EPR and ENDOR cannot, in principle, distinguish between

these solutions. To select the correct solution for the ori-

entations of the hfc and nqc tensors we compared our results

with structural data derived from x-ray crystallography on

the RC ground state (see below). This approach assumes that

the position of the quinone does not change significantly

in the relaxed, charge separated state (8). The data provide a

crude structural guideline, which is, however, sufficient to

select the right solution (see section on the geometry of the

H-bonds to QA).

The values of u indicate that both hydrogen bonds lie out

of the quinone plane (see Fig. 1 a). Furthermore, both

H-bonds deviate by f � 15� from the C�O bond direction

(projection on the plane of the quinone) (see Fig. 1 a). This

situation is different from that observed for the benzosemi-

quinone radical anion in water (27,28), in which the H-bonds

lie in the quinone plane and approximately along the

direction of the lone pair orbital of the oxygen (f � 36�).

The uncertainties of the values of the fitting parameters (see

Table 1) were estimated from the sensitivities of sG to these

parameters (as discussed in (27); see Fig. 6 in that article).

The simulated spectra calculated with the optimum values of

the parameters are shown in Fig. 3 (dotted lines).

The principal components of the nqc tensor P and the

Euler angles, a, b, and g, associated with rotations of the x$,

y$, z$ axes with respect to the g-tensor axes, x, y, z (see Fig.

1 b), were obtained from the fitting of the 2H ENDOR spectra

(see Figs. 4 and 5). The principal components of the 2H nqc

and 2H hfc tensors, and the values of the Euler angles (a, b,

g) and (f, u) are summarized in Table 1. The correct set of

values of a, b, and g was selected by comparison with the

x-ray crystallographic structure of the RC, as described above.

The signs of the Pi$ components were determined from the

following consideration: For the vast majority of hydrogen

bonds the largest principal component of the 2H nqc is posi-

tive (24,30,38,39), which is also supported by recent DFT

calculations (28). A negative sign has only been proposed for

extremely short H-bonds (39). Thus, the positive sign chosen

for the larger principal component (Table 1) can safely be

assumed to be correct for both 2H nqc tensors. The quad-

rupole coupling constants (see Eq. 4 and Table 1) and in

particular the asymmetry parameters (using Eq. 5, a value of

h ¼ 0.39 and h ¼ 0.02 is obtained for Ala M260 and His

M219, respectively) are quite different for the two hydrogen

bonds, indicating different strengths and geometries of the

two bonds (see below). The values of u and f obtained from

the 2H ENDOR spectra are, within experimental error, in

agreement with those obtained from the fitting of the 1H

ENDOR spectra (see Table 1). The simulated spectra calcu-

lated with the optimum values of the parameters are shown in

Figs. 4 and 5 (dotted lines); the agreement with the experi-

mental spectra is very satisfying.

Geometry of the H-bonds to QA inferred from the
x-ray structure

The occurrence of several (eight) numerical solutions for f

and u described in the previous section is a general problem

that occurs in magnetic resonance experiments on powder

samples containing randomly oriented molecules. This

problem has not been well discussed in previous ENDOR

studies. The occurrence of several solutions is due to the

invariance of the simulated ENDOR spectra under reflec-

tions of the proton position on the planes xy, yz, zx (see Fig.

1). Thus, the eight solutions are mathematically equivalent

(symmetry-related) but differ in geometry. To solve this

problem, we estimated values for f and u using the x-ray

structure of the RC. Although these values are taken from

the RC ground (dark) state and are not very precise due to

the limited resolution of the crystals, they are sufficiently

accurate to select the correct solution for our problem. This

assumes that the charge separated and non-charge-separated

structures do not differ significantly. This has been shown to

be the case for QA and Q� �A by Abresch et al (8).

TABLE 1 Parameters used in the fittings of ENDOR spectra

of dQ� �A in H2O and pQ� �A in D2O at 35 GHz and T ¼ 80 K

Direction x y z

g-value (60.0001) 2.0065 2.0053 2.0021

Hyperfine components (Ai) Ax9 [MHz] Ay9 [MHz] Az9 [MHz]

N�H. . .O1 (Ala M260) �4.54 6 0.02 �4.93 6 0.02 18.95 6 0.07

N�D. . .O1 (Ala M260) �0.70 6 0.01 �0.76 6 0.01 11.37 6 0.02

Nd�H. . .O4 (His M219) �6.49 6 0.03 �6.51 6 0.02 19.15 6 0.10

Nd�D. . .O4 (His M219) �0.98 6 0.01 �1.00 6 0.01 11.36 6 0.03

Euler angles (between

A and g) [deg]

f u

N�H. . .O1 (Ala M260) �16 6 8 63 6 2

N�D. . .O1 (Ala M260) �14 6 8 68 6 3

Nd�H. . .O4 (His M219) �167 6 2 50 6 2

Nd�D. . .O4 (His M219) �160 6 6 54 6 2

Quadrupolar

components (2Pi)

2Px$ [kHz] 2Py$ [kHz] 2Pz$ [kHz]

N�D. . .O1 (Ala M260) �140 6 10 �62 6 6 1202 6 6

Nd�D. . .O4 (His M219) �82 6 6 �86 6 8 1168 6 10

Euler angles (between

P and g) [deg]

a b g

N�D. . .O1 (Ala M260) �17 6 10 47 6 3 10 6 10

Nd�D. . .O4 (His M219) �175 6 8 37 6 3 �*

*The nqc tensor corresponding to Nd�D. . .O4 has axial symmetry, so its

axes with respect to the g-tensor are determined by only two Euler angles

(a and b).
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We inferred the geometry of the H-bonds to QA from the

x-ray structure using the following procedure:

1. The protons in hydrogen bonds were placed in the

structure at ideal positions determined geometrically by

the theoretical values of the N�H bond length (1.0 Å)

and the C�N�H angle (120� for Ala M260 and 126� for

His M219), with the protons located in the plane of the

C�N�C bond (from the backbone for Ala M260 and

from the aromatic ring for His M219).

2. To model the deviations from the ideal positions, due to

interactions with the surroundings (e.g., with the quinone),

the positions of the protons were optimized by minimiz-

ing their van der Waals energies.

3. The hydrogen-bond lengths (r) and directions (f and u)

were calculated using the coordinates of the quinone and

the optimized coordinates of the protons; r is the distance

between O and H, u is the angle between the vector along

the H-bond and the molecular z axis of the quinone, and

f is the angle between the projection of the H-bond onto

the quinone plane and the x axis (see Fig. 1).

The first two steps (1 and 2) were done using the program

CNS_Solve (40) and the last step (3) using a routine written

in Matlab. This procedure was applied to nine x-ray struc-

tures from RCs of Rb. sphaeroides (PDB entries: 1AIG, 1AIJ

(3); 1DS8, 1DV3, 1DV6 (41); 1L9B, 1L9J (42); 1OGV (7);

and 1PCR (2)). The values of r, f, and u obtained from the

structures (see Supplementary Material) do not show large

deviations, indicating that the x-ray structures used in this

work are reliable and represent a statistical collection of sim-

ilar crystals. Thus, the mean values and standard deviations

of the lengths and directions of the H-bonds to QA were

calculated and are summarized as follows:

rO1���H¼ 2:0560:13Å;

f¼�32�67�;u¼ 60�67�ðAlaM260Þ (8)

rO4���H ¼ 1:9060:13Å;

f¼�173�610�;u¼ 39�69�ðHisM219Þ: (9)

The geometry of the H-bonds to QA obtained here (Eqs. 8

and 9) was used to select the right solution out of the eight

possible ones obtained experimentally for Q� �A . Thus, the

correct values for f and u obtained from the ENDOR anal-

ysis are those in Table 1 (see also Fig. 1).

The lengths of the H-bonds to Q� �A are expected to be

shorter than those to QA, since the C�O bond lengths in the

semiquinone radical anion are larger than in the quinone and

the negative partial charge on the carbonyl oxygens in Q� �A
attracts the proton and leads to a shortening of the H-bond.

A different approach to obtain the geometry of the H-bonds

to QA is to perform a geometry optimization within the

framework of density functional theory. Such an approach

is described in Sinnecker et al. (43).

Directions of the H-bonds to Q�2A

The fitting of the ENDOR spectra (see Figs. 3–5), modeled

by the spin Hamiltonian of Eq. 1, yielded the principal

components of the hyperfine and quadrupolar coupling

tensors corresponding to the two protons or deuterons

hydrogen bonded to Q� �A , as well as their orientation with

respect to the principal axes xyz of the g-tensor which are

equivalent to the molecular axes of the quinone (see Table

1 and Fig. 1). This determines the directions of the hydrogen

bonds to the two carbonyl oxygens of Q� �A . Two different

H-bond directions were obtained. The H-bond to His (M219)

is oriented out of the quinone plane by ;40�, whereas the

one to Ala (M260) is ;27� out of the plane. Both are not

oriented along the lone pair direction at the oxygen (judged

from the in-plane angle f, see Fig. 1). Strong hydrogen

bonds are in general linear (44), i.e., the N�H. . .O angle is

close to 180� with the proton located in the plane of the

C�N�C bond structure (backbone of Ala or ring plane of

His). This condition is closely fulfilled for the H-bond to His

(M219) (160� 6 9�, obtained from the analysis described in

the previous section) but not for the one to the N�H back-

bone of Ala (M260), where the respective angle is 133� 6

10�. This is clearly evident from Fig. 1. This geometrical

situation found for the two hydrogen bonds to Q� �A indicates

that the one to Ala (M260) is probably weaker than the one

to His (M219) (see Table 2 in reference 45). This idea is

supported by the fact that the length of the H-bond is shorter

to His (M219) than to Ala (M60) (see below).

To fully characterize the H-bond geometry we also need to

determine the bond lengths. These values can, in principle,

be obtained either from the 1H or 2H dipolar coupling (Eq. 3)

or from the 2H nuclear quadrupolar couplings as discussed in

the next two sections.

H-bond lengths calculated from the dipolar
hyperfine couplings

The point-dipole model (Eq. 3) has been shown to be ap-

plicable to quinone model compounds in which the H-bonds

lie in the quinone plane (27,28). In this geometrical situation

TABLE 2 Dipolar (Ai9) and isotropic (Aiso) hyperfine

couplings corresponding to protons and deuterons in

hydrogen bonds to Q� �A

O1–Ala (M260) O4–His (M219)

1H 2H 3 6.514* 1H 2H 3 6.514*

A9z9 [MHz] 19.12 6 0.08 19.12 6 0.05 110.43 6 0.11 110.23 6 0.08

A9y9 �4.75 6 0.04 �4.76 6 0.03 �5.23 6 0.04 �5.15 6 0.03

A9x9 �4.37 6 0.04 �4.36 6 0.03 �5.20 6 0.05 �5.08 6 0.03

Aiso �0.17 6 0.03 �0.20 6 0.03 �1.28 6 0.04 �1.37 6 0.03

Values were calculated using the 1H and 2H hfc tensor components in Table

1 and Eq. 2 (see Discussion).

*To compare the proton and deuteron HFCs, the 2H results were multiplied

by g1H
/ g2H

¼ 6.514.
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the effective overlap of the hydrogen 1s orbital with the

p-orbital at the oxygen is small and the point-dipole approx-

imation is valid for distances $2.0 Å (28). However, in RCs

the H-bond is up to 40� out of the quinone plane (Table 1).

This results in an additional interaction between the proton

and the p-orbital of the oxygen. This increased interaction

effectively leads to a smaller (and erroneous) bond length

when Eq. 3 is used (28). An additional disadvantage of the

application of the point-dipole model is that the spin density

at the contact position (here the carbonyl oxygens) must be

known. For Q� �A this has been determined by EPR performed

on 17O-labeled Q� �A (6,9,10). Using spin densities at the qui-

none oxygens, of r(O1)¼ 0.21 and r(O4)¼ 0.15 (6,10), Eq. 3

yields bond lengths of rO1���H ¼ 1.54 Å and rO4���H ¼ 1.32 Å.

These lengths are very short compared with typical hydrogen

bonds in proteins (44,46) and are considered unrealistic for

Q� �A . This indicates that the point-dipole model is inade-

quate for the case of Q� �A . A more reliable determination of

hydrogen-bond lengths is obtained from the 2H nuclear

quadrupolar coupling of the deuterated H-bond as discussed

in the next section.

H-bond lengths obtained from the quadrupole
couplings of 2H

To obtain the hydrogen-bond length from the nqc of 2H,

empirical linear relationships were proposed by Soda and

Chiba (24) and Hunt and Mackay (25). These are based on a

large variety of different hydrogen bonds in chemical and

biological systems for which the 2H nqc was determined

(mostly by nuclear quadrupole resonance). It should be men-

tioned that these systems are all diamagnetic, but the addition

of an unpaired electron is not expected to significantly

change the field gradient and the nqc. We therefore assume

that these relationships are also valid for the case of hy-

drogen bonding to quinone radical anions. This has been

corroborated by DFT calculations (28), which showed good

agreement with the empirical relations proposed in (24,25).

It has been shown (24,25) that the nqc follows a r�3
O���D

dependence of the form

e
2
qQ=h¼ 2P1¼ a� b

r
3

O���D
½kHz�; (10)

where P1 is the largest principal component of the nqc tensor,

in our case Pz$ (see Table 1), and a, b are empirical param-

eters. Their values are given to: a ¼ 310 kHz, b ¼ 572 kHz �
Å3 (24): a ¼ 328 kHz, b ¼ 643 kHz � Å3 (25). We have used

this model to determine the lengths of the D-bonds to

benzosemiquinone in water and have shown that the value

obtained was in agreement with that obtained by other

methods (e.g., DFT) (27,28). Using the average of the two

sets of values of a and b (a ¼ 319 kHz, b ¼ 607 kHz � Å3),

and the value of Pz$ measured for the two D-bonds to Q� �A
(Table 1), we obtain from Eq. 10 bond lengths of

rO1 ���D ¼ 1:7360:03ÅðAlaM260Þ; (11)

rO4 ���D ¼ 1:6060:04ÅðHisM219Þ: (12)

The errors in Eqs. 11 and 12 were obtained considering only

the statistical uncertainties of Pz$ (see Table 1). If the uncer-

tainties of a and b (estimated from the discrepancies obtained

in refs. (24) and (25)) are considered the errors increase to

0.05 Å in both cases. The bond length of N�D. . .O1 (Ala

M260) is similar to that observed for the benzosemiquinone

radical anion in water (1.76 6 0.03 Å) (27,28), whereas the

bond length of Nd�D. . .O4 (His M219) is in the range of

short hydrogen bonds for biological systems (44,46).

Comparison of the dipolar hyperfine coupling
tensor components of 1H and 2H

We determined the D-bond length from the nqc values (Eqs.

11 and 12). To ascertain whether the H-bond length is the

same we need to determine whether there is an isotope effect,

i.e., whether the bond length changes when 1H is replaced by
2H. This was accomplished by comparing the magnitudes of

the dipolar hfc tensor components of 1H and 2H. To compare
1H and 2H dipolar hfc values, the 2H couplings were mul-

tiplied by the ratio of their magnetic moments (g1H/g2H ¼
6.514) (see Table 2). The comparison shows that within

experimental error the same dipolar hfc tensor components

of 1H and 2H (i.e., equal bond lengths) were obtained for Ala

M260 (O1). However, in the case of His M219 (O4), the

observed anisotropic hfc of 2H is ;2% smaller than that of
1H, indicating an isotope effect. This is barely outside the

experimental error, but when taken at face-value, would re-

sult in a 0.01 Å longer D-bond length as expected for an

isotope effect (46). For hydrogen bonds in the solid state

with lengths similar to those of the H-bonds to Q� �A in RCs,

isotope effects have been reported to lie between 0 and

;0.02 Å (45). Thus, the magnitude and direction of the

observed effect is consistent with an isotope effect for the

strong hydrogen bond from His (M219) to Q� �A . However,

the putative change in bond length of 0.01 Å is considerably

smaller than the uncertainty (see Eq. 12), and therefore Eqs.

11 and 12 are also applicable to the H-bond lengths.

The significance of the isotropic
hyperfine interaction

From the hfc tensor analysis a significantly larger isotropic

component has been found for the proton hydrogen-bonded

to His (M219) compared to Ala (M260) (Table 2). This

indicates a partial covalent character of the hydrogen bond to

histidine (45,47). This can be explained by a shorter distance

and also a larger out-of-plane angle of this H-bond. Both

effects lead to a stronger interaction with the electron spin

that is located in the p-system of the quinone radical anion.

A large isotropic hfc has also been reported for the donor
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nitrogen Nd of His (M219) (12,15). This indicates a flow of

spin density via the hydrogen bond to the histidine that is

ligated to the metal. This suggests that the hydrogen bonds

not only have a structural function in the RC but also play a

role in the electron transfer process (15,43).

Effect of the H-bonds on the electronic structure
and function of the primary quinone

The full characterization of the geometry of the H-bonds to

Q� �A clearly shows an asymmetrical H-bond situation with

the shorter bond, the larger isotropic hfc, and the larger out-

of-plane angle corresponding to His (M219). This indicates

that the stronger hydrogen bond is to His (M219), which is in

agreement with previous interpretations (6,11,14,48–50).

The asymmetry of the H-bonds has a profound effect on the

spin density distribution of the quinone radical anion that

can be rationalized in a simple valence bond model (see, e.g.,

(6,51)). The consequences are seen in the 13C (11,14,48),
17O (10), and even the 1H hfc values (6,10) of Q� �A that are

shifted when compared with the same ubiquinone radical

anion outside the protein—e.g., in organic solvents (4,6,

10,17,51,52). The asymmetric H-bonds and the change of

the electronic structure of Q� �A might have several implica-

tions for the function of this quinone in the RC. First, it can

be expected that the redox potential is changed; in particular,

the second reduction of the quinone is more difficult. This

is in agreement with the fact that QA in the RC only accepts

one electron, i.e., it functions as a one-electron-gate, whereas

QB, which has more symmetrical H-bonds (6), can be doubly

reduced and protonated and forms the hydroquinone.

Secondly, it has been shown in this work that the formation

of Q� �A leads to significantly shorter H-bonds as compared to

QA (see Eqs. 8, 9, 11, and 12), which stabilizes the radical

anion. A shorter H-bond is found to the histidine that is

liganded to the divalent metal. From the measured isotropic

hfc values of the hydrogen-bonded proton and the histidine

nitrogen Nd, a flow of spin density of the transferred electron

is evident. It is suggestive that this experimental finding is

related to the electron transfer process from Q� �A to QB

and also from Q� �A to Q� �B via the histidine(s). A possible

involvement of the divalent metal is still under discussion

(53). In this respect it is worth mentioning that for the

biradical state Q� �A Q� �B an exchange coupling (Jo/h ¼ �82

MHz) has been determined (34,54) that can be related to the

electron transfer between the two quinones. A possible

pathway for the ET is via the histidine residues. It has been

experimentally determined that these histidines carry a small

portion of spin density in the respective Q� �A and Q� �B states

(12,15,16).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

From a fitting of a model spin Hamiltonian to the ENDOR

spectra of Q� �A we were able to characterize the hydrogen

bonds to the two carbonyl oxygens of Q� �A in bacterial

reaction centers of Rb. sphaeroides. The directions of the

hydrogen bonds were obtained from the hyperfine coupling

tensors and the bond lengths from the magnitude of the

nuclear quadrupolar couplings. An asymmetrical H-bond

situation was obtained for Q� �A with the shorter H-bond to

His (M219) (Nd�H. . .O4) and the longer one to Ala (M260)

(N�H. . .O1). The H-bond to the histidine is shorter, better

aligned to the N�H. . .O axis and more out-of-plane with re-

spect to the quinone p-system. This leads to an effective flow

of spin density via this H-bond onto the histidine. This aspect

may be important for the electron transfer process from Q� �A
to QB (or from Q� �A to Q� �B ). It is suggestive that nature might

use the H-bonds to fine-tune the geometrical and electronic

structure and thereby optimize the ET in the RC.

It is known from studies of the primary donor in RCs that

H-bonding can drastically affect the redox potential of a

cofactor (55–59). The asymmetric H-bond situation to Q� �A is

known to have a profound effect on the spin density

distribution and the electronic structure of the ubiquinone

radical anion Q� �A . This may also affect the redox potential of

the primary quinone and contribute to the fact that QA has the

correct potential for the activationless electron transfer from

the bacteriopheophytin f� �A to QA and functions as a one-

electron gate in the ET to QB.

The approach described in this work should be applicable

to Q� �B in bacterial RCs, and to the quinones in PSI and

PSII of oxygen-evolving organisms. Quinones also play an

important role in many other energy-conserving systems,

e.g., in the proteins of the respiratory chain (60). In many of

these systems stable semiquinone radical intermediates have

been detected (e.g., (61)). We believe that the principles

described here also apply to these systems.
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